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Abst rac t - -We consider two problems on eigenvalues of a nonlocal boundary-value problem for 
Laplace operator over a two-dimensional disk. We write out the adjoint boundary-value problems and 
show these problems have only eigenfunctions, but no associated functions. We also show that the 
spectrum of these problems does not lie in the Carleman parabola nd the system of eigenfunctions, 
although complete and minimal in L2 is not a basis in L2. It is proved that, under certain assumptions 
a given function can be expanded into a biorthogonal series in the eigenfunctions of these problems, 
the series is uniformly convergent. 
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1. F IRST  PROBLEM 
We consider the following boundary-problem on eigenvalues and eigenfunctions for Laplace op- 
erator in the two-dimensional unit disk: 
Au + #2u = 0 in K, u • C (R) n C2(K), 
(1) 
u(~, ~o) = u(1, V), ~o • [0, 2~r], 
where ~ • (0,1) satisfies the equation 
V~ -2 - 1 - arctan X/~ -2 - 1 = 21rr0, V~ -2 - 1 • 0, ~ , (2) 
for some rational number ro. 
The conjugate problem to equation (1) has the form 
Av+Iz2v  = 0, for 0 < x ~ +y2 < ~2 and ~2 < x 2 +y2 < 1, 
ov _ o,~o) ~(1,~o), v(~-0,~) = v(~ +0,~), ~ (~+0,~)- ~r(~ = 
where v • C°(K),  v • C 2 (0 < r < ~)t3C 1 (0 < r < ~), and v • C ~(~ < r < 1) r ig  1 (~ < r < 1). 
The following theorems are valid. 
THEOREM 1.1. The system of root functions of problem (1) does not form a basis in L2(K) 
(although it is complete and minima/in L2(K)). The spectrum of problem (1) does not lie in 
the Carleman parabola [Im AI 2 = C.  Re A for any constant C starting with some number. 
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THEOREM 1.2. The system of root functions of the conjugate problem (3) is complete and 
minimal in L2(K) but does not form a basis in L2(K). The spectrum of problem (3) does not 
lie in Carleman parabola. 
All eigenfunctions of problem (1) have the form 
Jn (rlznk) exp(in~o), n = 0, +1, +2 . . . .  , k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  (4) 
where Vnk are roots of the transcendental equation 
Jn (#nk) = Jn ((#nk), n = 0,4-1,4-2 . . . .  , k = 1,2 , . . . .  (5) 
All eigenfunctions of the conjugate problem (3) have the form 
Jn (-finkr), if 0 < r < ~, 
exp(in~) Jn (-finkr) Yn (-rink r) -- Jn (-finkr) Yn (-rink) if ~ < r < 1. (6) 
Yn (-fink~) -- Yn (-rink) 
The test of whether functions (4) and (6) are eigenfunctions of the boundary-value problem (1) 
and (3), respectively, is carried out directly. The fact that there are no other eigenfunctions is 
also easily tested, but we do not use it, so we do not cite its test. 
Later on from the sequence of values of spectral parameter #nk we extract a subsequence #nk, 
denoted as #n and having the following asymptotic behavior as n --* oo: 
/zn = n~ -1 + i~ -1 Inn ~ + ~-1/3 + o(1), (7) 
where a and/3 are specified by the relations 
1 a = ( 6 ~ ) - '  7r i In 32--~-~(~/~i j C 8) , /3=4~ + X/~ -2 -1  
Our purpose is to show that such subsequence (7) of the spectral parameter #nk exists and to 
estimate the product of the norm of the corresponding eigenfunctions (4) and (6). 
The proofs of these theorems are based on the usage of an explicit form of eigenfunctions and 
the study of an asymptotic behavior of eigenfunctions on a spectral subsequence of eigenvalues. 
The proofs of these theorems are based on twelve lemmas [1]. 
LEMMA 1.1. In L2(K), the norm of eigenfunction (4) corresponding to the eigenvalue #2 n has 
the form 
27r 
[[un[[ 2 = ~ Im [-finJn+l (-fin) Jn (/zn)] • (9) 
PROOF. Using the explicit form (4) of the function Un, we obtain 
2 =~0 27r ~01 ~0 1 [[un[[L2(g) d~ rJn (#nr) Jn (-finr) dr = 2zc r [Jn (#nr)[ 2 dr. 
To calculate the integral of the Bessel function, we use equation (7) from [2, Section 7.14] and 
obtain 
2 2~rr 
I l u - I I L2 (g l  - -  -fi  _ ,5 [-fingn+! (-tint) jn (#nr) - #nJn (-tint) Jn+l (/~nr)][~ 
2zrr 
-- -2 /z2 [-finJ,~+l (-fin) J -  (#n) - #nJn (-fin) Jn+l (#n)] /An -- 
2r 
= Im~ Im [-finJn+1 (-fin) Jn (#n)] • 
Lemma 1.1 is proved. 
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Now we calculate the scalar product of the eigenfunction u  of form (4) and the eigenfunction u,, 
of form (6) for the following conjugent problem. 
LEMMA 1.2. The scalar product (un, vn) of the biorthogonal systems {un} and {vn} is specified 
by the formula 
(un, vn) = fl< un~-~,dz y = Jn-1 (I-in) -- Jn+l (#n) - ~ (Jn-1 (#n~) - Jn+l (I-ln~)) (10) 
#n (Yn (#n~) - Yn (#n)) 
LEMMA 1.3. The squared norm of eigenfunction (6) is specified by the relation 
1 2 [ J~ (~"¢) l 2~ IIv"l12 = ~-ImR~ Im Yn (~:~'---~n (Rn)'J " 
Now we proceed with the study of the problem on existence of the root sequence (7) for 
problem (5). 
To prove the existence of the mentioned sequence, we determine the asymptotic behavior of 
the Bessel function Jn(#) as n --* oo for Izl _< C, where 
= n~ -1 + i~ -1 Inn  ~ + z~ -1, (11) 
z is a complex number, and a is specified by equation (8). For this purpose, we use equations (1) 
and (2) from [2, Section 8.6]. At first, we should determine the asymptotic behavior of the 
functions tanh 7 and n(tanh7 - 7), where 
LEMMA 1.4. 
.ddition, Izl < c.  Then we have the asymptotic relations 
In n a /z 
7 = i arctan X/~ -2 - 1 + 
iz 
tanh'y = iv~ -2 - 1 
n =/~ cosh% (12) 
Suppose that '7 and I~ are defined by equations (12) and (Ii), respectively; in 
+ 0 (n -2 In 2 n),  (13) 
In n" 
n¢ IV~_~2+ n{ 1V~_~2+O(n-21n 2 ).  (141 
COROLLARY i. The asymptotic relation 
n(tanh-y - 7) --in (v~ -2 - 1 - arctan ~ ~  - 
Inn a 
k- -  
+ izv~-2 - 1 + o (n-' In" ~) 
follows from equations (13) and (14). 
COROLLARY 2. The asymptotic relation 
follows from equation (I 4). 
Using Lemma 1.4, we obtain the asymptotic behavior of the function Jn(#) as n --* c~. 
LEMMA 1.5. The asymptotic relation 
, . ( . ) :  (, + o , 
where # is specified by equation (11), is valid for the Bessel function. 
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Now we determine the asymptotic behavior of the functions Jn(#~), Yn(lZ~), and J n - t - l (#~)  - 
LEMMA 1.6. The following asymptotic relations are valid: 
Jn(~) = ~/2(33/2r (2) nl/3)-1 ~0(It-2/3), 
Yn( l~, ,=-~/ '2(31/6F(2)  n1/3) - lq -O(n-2/3) ,  
J n+ l ( '~) -  Jn- l ( .~ £) --- 0 (n-2/3~. 
\ / 
LEMMA 1.7. There exists a sequence of roots #n of form (7) for the equation J.(#) = Jn(#~). 
REMARK. Instead of equation (7), the more precise formula 
~cnilnna~( 1 ) 
l , .=- ;+- - - ; -+  +o 
is valid. This follows immediately from the proof of Lemma 1.7. 
LEMMA 1.8. For Ja(#m), we have the asymptotic relation 
exp - 1 + i /4) 
Jn (l~n) = \ vf~nl /3 ~/~-2 _ 1 
/ (1 + o(1)), 
where #n is defined by equation (7). 
LEMMA 1.9. For Yn(#n), we have the estimate 
Yo ( , , )  = iJ~ ( , , )  + o (n-1/3) . 
Now let estimate J,+t(#n). Note that the calculation of the asymptotic behavior of J,+t(#n) 
is similar to that of Jn(l~n) and Jn(#), which are cited in Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5. 
LEMMA 1.10. Suppose that the number ~/ is specified by the relation n 5= 1 = #n cosh~, where 
#n is defined by equation (7). Then we have the asymptotic relations 
~lnn ~ i(j3 q= 1 ) ( 1 )  
= i arctan V~ -2 - 1 n ~  + n ~  + O , (15) 
lnna i(j3 q= 1 ) ( 1 )  
tanh~ = iv/'~ -2 - 1 n ~ ~  + n ~ ~  + O . (16) 
The proof of this lemma coincides with that of Lemma 1.4, so we omit it. 
COROLLARY 3. The following asymptotic relation follows from equations (15) and (16): 
(n + 1)(tanh zy _ ~) = in [x/~ -2 - 1 - arctan ~ ]  l ln 
+ i  [f~/~-2 -1  =F arctan ~ ]  + o(1). 
t / 
(i7) 
COROLLARY 4. The following asymptotic estimate follows from equations (16): 
i - l (n f= l ) I r i tanh~/=~/ I r .2 -1n~( l+O(1) ) .  (is) 
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Using equations (17) and (18), one can prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.11. For the Bessel functions Jn:l:l (~n), we have the asymptotic relation 
Jn4-1 ("n)= (V ~nl/3 ~) - I  exp [_i~/~-2 -1 
+i 4 ± iarctan ~ ]  (1 +o(1)). 
The proof of this lemma is similar to that of Lemma 1.5. Now let us estimate the quantity 
- 
LEMMA 1.12. For the difference of the Bessel functions we have the asymptotic relation 
gn+l (~n)- J.-I ("n)= 2iexp [ - i f~ /~ -2 -1  + i-~l V/~/fi" -- ~-2(27r)-1n-1/3(1 + O(1)). 
1 ~J  
2.  SECOND PROBLEM 
We consider the nonlocal boundary-value problem 
AU + #2u = 0, u E C o (/~) N C2(K), u(1, ~) = u(0, 0), (19) 
where 
1 ~0 21f Fir ) = ~ f(  r, ~o) d~o. (20) 
Then f can be represented in K by a uniformly convergent series in eigenfunctions ofprob- 
lem (19). 
The proof of these theorems is based on seven lemmas. Before stating and proving the lemmas, 
let us note that the eigenfunctions of problem (1) have the form 
u/cn = .In (#knr) exp(ik~), k = 0, + l , . . . ,  n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  (21) 
where #kn are either the roots of the equation 
Jn(#kn)=O, k=±l ,±2, . . . ,  n=l ,2 ,  . . . .  (22) 
if k ~ 0, or the roots of the equation 
Jo (/~0n) = 1, n = 1, 2 , . . . ,  (23) 
i l k=0.  
/01[ ] (F'r)' 2 r-  1 dr < co, 
in the unit disk K -- { (x, y) : 0 < x 2 + y2 < i}. 
The following two theorems form the main result of [3]. 
THEOREM 2.1. The spectrum of problem (I) does not lie in the Carleman parabola; only eigen- 
functions (but no associated functions) correspond to each eiKenvalue; the system of eigenfunc- 
tions is complete and minimal, but does not form a basis in L2(K). 
Similar statements are true for the adjoint problem (see (27) below). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let f(x,y) E C2(/~) be a function such that f(l,~) = 0, F(0) = 0, and 
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Note that the eigenfunctions ukn, k # O, n >_ 1, are eigenfunctions of the first boundary-value 
problem for the Laplace operator in K, and hence, are orthogonal. However, the eigenfunctions 
Uon, n > 1, are not orthogonal. The spectrum corresponding to equation (22) lies on the real 
axis, and therefore, we first locate the spectrum corresponding to equation (23). 
LEMMA 2.1. Equation (23) has countably many roots #On, which have a limit point at infinity 
and have the asymptotics 
7r 
#0n = 2zrn + ~ 7=/In (27rye) + O (n -1 Inn) (24) 
ash---} oo. 
REMARK 1. It immediately follows from equation (24) that the spectrum of problem (19) does 
not lie in the Carleman parabola, i.e., [Im #0n[ -" ec as n ~ oo. 
Note once more that ukn, k # 0, n _> 1 is an orthogonal system, and therefore, it remains to 
construct a system biorthogonal to u0n, n >_ 1. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a system Yon, n >_ 1, biorthogonal to system Uon, n >_ 1. It is 
determined by the formulas 
Yon = Jo (pour) - Jo ([ton) No (ftonr) 
No (~on)  ' n > 2, (25) 
and v01 = Inr. 
Since uon = Jo(#onr) does not depend on the angle ~, we can determine the biorthogonal 
system from the problem adjoint to the one-dimensional problem 
(u'r)-----~ -4- #2u = 0, lu(0)[ < oo, u(1) = u(O), (26) 
r 
for u. 
REMARK 2. The following boundary-value problem is the adjoint of problem (19): 
Av + p2v = O, v e C O (hT\O) n C 2 (g\o) ,  
v(1 ,~)=0,  v'r(1,qo)=~imo(V'rr), Iv(r,~)l <CIlnrl. (27) 
LEMMA 2.3. Problems (26) and (19) have only eigenfunctions (but no associated functions), and 
the following asymptotic formula holds for the inner product (uon, yon) as n ~ oo: 
i (Uon, von)= ruon~on dr = 1 + O . (28) 27r2n 
LEMMA 2.4. The following asymptotic formula holds: 
fo 1 [2 1 + O (n -1Inn) 
llu0n[[ 2= ]Jo (#onr) rd r= 2 In (2Zrv~) (29) 
LEMMA 2.5. The following asymptotic formula holds: 
fo 1 1 + O (n -1Inn) 
i lvo,,ll 2 2 . (30)  = Iv0n(r)[ rd r= 2zr2nln(21rv~) 
REMARK 3. It follows from the asymptotic formulas (30), (29), and (28), in view of theorems 
on the basis property [4], that the system of eigenfunctions u0n, n > 1 is not a basis in L2(0, 1) 
with weight r, i.e., the system ukn is not a basis in L2(K). 
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It suffices to prove that the system u0n, n >_ 1 is complete in L2(0, 1) with weight r, since the 
system ukn, k ~ 0, n > 1 is complete in the space of functions u(r, ~) orthogonal with weight r 
to each function of the form f ( r ) .  1, i.e., 
/?/01 d~o u(r, ~o)rJ'(r) dr = O, V I • L2(O, 1). 
The completeness of ukn follows from the properties of eigenfunctions ofthe first boundary-value 
problem for Laplace operator. 
LEMMA 2.6. The system of function uon, n >_ 1 is complete in L2(0, 1) with weight r. 
Similar reasoning shows that it suffices to prove the completeness of the system yon, n _> 1, in 
L2(O, 1) with weight r. 
LEMMA 2.7. The system of eigenfunctions Yon, n >_ 1 is complete in L2(O, 1) with weight r. 
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